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Supplementary Note 1: Entropic correction

The translational entropy S of a molecule of mass m at temperature T is given
by1
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where R is the gas constant, and λ = h/
√

2mkT is the De Broglie wavelength.
We want to compute the difference between the translational entropy of the
standard condition (S0), and the entropy of the confined molecule inside the
sphere (Ss). The contribution given to the free energy by this difference can be
computed using explicitly the equation (1)
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where C0 is the standard concentration of 1/1660 Å−3, Vs=
4
3πρ

3
s is the volume

of the restraining potential, and Vprot is the volume of the protein inside the
sphere.
We thus obtain the final expression of the corrected ∆G0
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Supplementary Note 2: Details on the MD and system
preparation

The initial protein structure was obtained from the X-ray structure of T4L /ben-
zene complex (PDB code: 1L842). It was immersed in ∼10,000 water molecules.
8 Cl- ions were added to neutralize the system. We used the Amber14SB3 force
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field for protein and counterions, and TIP3P4 for water. For the ligand we used
the generalized AMBER force field (GAFF).5 The atomic charges were obtained
by the restrained electric potential fitting method (RESP)6 with molecular elec-
tric potentials obtained in the HF/6-31G* level of theory. Quantum chemical
calculations were performed with Gaussian 09.7 Periodic boundary conditions
were applied. Constant temperature simulations were achieved using the ve-
locity rescaling thermostat8 with solvent and solute coupled to separate heat
baths with coupling constants of 0.5 ps. The pressure was maintained constant
using an isotropic variant of the Parrinello-Rahman barostat9,10 with a refer-
ence pressure of 1 bar, a coupling constant of 1 ps, and a compressibility of
4.5·10−5 bar−1. The time-step was 2 fs. Long range electrostatics interactions
were computed with PME method11 using a grid spacing of 1 Å.

The system energy was minimized by performing 2,000 steps of steepest
descent algorithm, followed by 2,000 steps of conjugate gradient. With heavy
atoms of protein and ligand fixed, the system was we heated up to 300 K for
2 ns in the NVT ensemble, followed by a 5 ns NPT simulation at 1 bar, 10 ns
equilibration run without any constrains.

From the last equilibrated conformation, we performed 200 ns-long WT-
MetaD runs biasing our three CVs (that we recall are the spherical coordinates
ρ, θ, ϕ). In particular, we performed one run for different values of ρs, namely
20,22,24,26, and 28 Å, with an confinement harmonic constant k=10 kJ/mol/Å2,
for a total of five production runs. A hill with a height of 1.2 kJ/mol was
deposited every ps, the bias factor γ was set to 20, sigmas for ρ, θ, and ϕ were
set to 1 Å, π

16 rad, and π
8 rad respectively. The system is realigned every

step to maintain the reference frame and the CVs fixed. We move the system’
coordinates to align the position of the C-terminal domain to its equilibrated
conformation (red in Figure 1 in main text).

Supplementary Note 3: Description of the binding
pathways

• A: The benzene ligand passes between helices D and E and exit to the
solvent between helices C and F.

• B: the benzene ligand follows the initial direction of pathway A, but ex-
iting between helices C and D

• C: The benzene ligand moves toward the helices H, I, and J and exits
interacting with helices F,G and H.

• D: The benzene ligand moves toward the turn between helices E and D,
and reaches the solvent interacting with helices H and J (near the turn
between helices H and G and the end of helix J).

• E: The benzene ligand passes between helices G and D.
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• F: The benzene ligand follows the same initial path of C, but when it
exits does not interact with helices G and H, but with I and F.

• G: The benzene ligand passes in between the helices H, I and J.

• H: The benzene ligand enters through helices E and J (only binding di-
rection, see Figure 4 in main text).

PLUMED input file for ρs = 20 Å

WHOLEMOLECULES ENTITY0=1-2593 ENTITY1=2594-2605
FIT TO TEMPLATE REFERENCE=heavy atoms.pdb TYPE=OPTIMAL

sph: GROUP NDX FILE=index.ndx NDX GROUP=sphere
bnz: GROUP NDX FILE=index.ndx NDX GROUP=BNZ noH
WRAPAROUND ATOMS=bnz AROUND=sph

sph center: COM ATOMS=sph
bnz center: COM ATOMS=bnz

sph coord: POSITION ATOM=sph center NOPBC
bnz coord: POSITION ATOM=bnz center NOPBC
abs x: MATHEVAL ARG=bnz coord.x,sph coord.x FUNC=x-y PERIODIC=NO
abs y: MATHEVAL ARG=bnz coord.y,sph coord.y FUNC=x-y PERIODIC=NO
abs z: MATHEVAL ARG=bnz coord.z,sph coord.z FUNC=x-y PERIODIC=NO
rho: MATHEVAL ARG=abs x,abs y,abs z FUNC=sqrt(x*x+y*y+z*z) PERI-
ODIC=NO
theta: MATHEVAL ARG=abs z,rho FUNC=acos(x/y) PERIODIC=0.,pi
phi: MATHEVAL ARG=abs x,abs y FUNC=atan2(y,x) PERIODIC=-pi,pi

# Restraining potential of the sphere
restr: UPPER WALLS ARG=rho AT=2.0 KAPPA=1000

# Metadynamics
METAD ...
ARG=rho,theta,phi
GRID MIN=0,0.,-pi
GRID MAX=2.2,pi,pi
SIGMA=0.1,pi/16.,pi/8.
HEIGHT=1.2
PACE=500
BIASFACTOR=20
TEMP=300.
LABEL=metad
CALC RCT
... METAD
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# Printing
PRINT ARG=rho FILE=distance.dat STRIDE=500
PRINT ARG=metad.* FILE=metad data.dat STRIDE=500
PRINT ARG=restr.* FILE=sphere restraint.dat STRIDE=500
PRINT ARG=abs x,abs y,abs z FILE=xyz coord.dat STRIDE=500
PRINT ARG=rho,theta,phi FILE=rtp coord.dat STRIDE=500
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Supplementary Figure 1: Schematic representation of the CVs employed in
our metadynamics calculation. The reference frame is fixed on the aligned
C-terminal domain of T4L (red, cartoon representation). The spherical coor-
dinates ρ, θ, and ϕ that define the position of the benzene (turquoise, licorice
representation) are the 3 CVs.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Time evolution of the value of ∆G0
b for different choices

of ρs evaluated after the reweighting procedure. The last part of all the conver-
gence plot is oscillating by a fraction of a kcal/mol (see Supplementary Figure
3). Indeed, c(t), wich increases with the ratio between the unbiased and biased
partition functions, is converged and the bias deposition is almost negligible in
this region.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Last part of the time evolution of ∆G0
b for all the

simulated ρs.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Schematic representation of the average of the un-
binding pathways. The minimum energy path on the computed FES (here with
ρs = 28 Å) turns out to follow a sigmoidal trend from the bound state to the
unbound state, with the inflection point near the radius of gyration of the C-
terminal domain, which equal to ρgyr = 13.8 Åin the X-ray structure2

.
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